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Why product (benefits)?

• Conveniently test out the 
business challenges

• Easy access to the code

• Access to accelerators for 
similar prediction models and 
visualizations

• Convenient add to cart facility

• Easy access to buying patterns

• Extensive collaboration via 
supporting GiHub projects

Accelerating clinical discovery to achieve better 
health outcomes

An adverse drug reaction (ADR) is defined as a harmful reaction or 
injury caused by taking a certain medication. ADRs may occur 
following a single dose or prolonged administration of a drug or as 
a result from the combination of two or more drugs. When 
patients suffer unintended reactions to medicines, it is dangerous 
and can cause distrust in the healthcare system. Due to the lack of 
real-time data, organizations fail to identify the adverse effects of 
ADR. 

Virtusa’s vLife™ offers an ML classification model based on an 
anatomical schema that uses synthetic data generators like 
generative adversarial networks (GANs) to predict the adverse side 
effects of a drug in the digestive system. Our solution also uses 
Stanford AI performance tools like Data Shapley to improve 
forecasting. 

Platform AI
End-to-end, pre-trained ML algorithms built to scale

Faster AI
Created with Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (SAIL) for 
faster, better, and cheaper ML models

Computer vision
Advanced image and video analytics

Synthetic data
High-fidelity image and tabular data synthesis

Innovation as a Service 
Integration opportunities with partner solutions across healthcare 
and life sciences sector 

Predicting Adverse Drug Reactions (ADR) 

vLife™ healthcare and life sciences AI applications marketplace

Product featuresAdditional resources

• Request prediction model

• Download brochure

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-vmxz656potihc
https://www.virtusa.com/solutions/vlife
https://www.virtusa.com/content/dam/virtusa/flyers-brochures/shared/fy22-brochure-healthcare_life_sciences_overview.pdf.pdf
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How it works
Using the datasets available, we have developed an ML classification model based on an anatomical 
schema to predict adverse side effects of a drug in the digestive system. The model uses 2-D Molecular 
Descriptors and 3-D Molecular Descriptors inputs and uses 12 features ranked by level of importance to 
predict ADR. OnevsRest Classifier (Random Forest) was used to train the model.

ADR

1. The User logs in to the portal and details are managed in AWS Cognito 
2. In ADR Application, residing on a GPU Instance, the Backend Algorithm starts with 

Data filtering and Preprocessing 
3. The input Data is fetched directly from a dedicated S3 bucket 
4. A selection of model happens depending upon numerous parameters 
5. Final results are evaluated, and the Best model is tested against the test data 
6. The model is saved in a HDF5 file and is deployed in a Flask API 
7. The Results are published as per the request made by the user

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

Differentiators

• Data Shapley improves model performance when evaluating relevant data points
• Multiaccuracy removes bias from data points
• Neuron Shapley identifies important neurons in neural networks
• Contrastive principal component analysis (cPCA) identifies data patterns in datasets
• GANs generates synthetic tabular and image data

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-vmxz656potihc

